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OVERVIEW
A picture is worth a thousand words. Aivia 7.7 introduces a range of state of the art capabilities to visually
explore your multi-dimensional microscopy data and present it in the most impactful manner. With the
Clipping Plane and Ortho Slicer, you can selectively feature portions of the image volume or surface to
focus on specific regions in dense biological environments. In conjunction with these sophisticated
visualization tools the greatly improved Video Animator (previously Keyframe Tool) lets you create
stunning flythrough videos with animated clipping planes, ortho slicers, volume and surface display
transitions in 3D and 3D plus time data sets. You can further customize the exported video with a
dynamic scale bar and metadata overlays in 3D View. As a final touch you can brand your video with a
custom watermark / logo. Aivia’s analytical capabilities have been further expanded with the launch of the
Pixel Colocalization image enhancement recipe and improved Object Colocalization capabilities through
the Measurement Tool.
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Summary of Aivia 7.7 developments:
 Clipping Plane and Ortho Slicer – 22 new features
 Colocalization – 17 new features
 Video Animator – 17 new features
 3D Display Overlays – 15 new features
 Recipe improvements – 7 new features
 General Aivia improvements – 4 new features
 32 bugs fixed

Clipping Plane and Ortho Slicer
 Brand new display feature in Aivia for selectively
hiding/showing portions of the data in 3D View
o Clipping plane hides a portion of the data
display
o Ortho Slicer shows a single plane of the data
 Create up to 6 clipping planes and one ortho
slicer
o Display alternates between clipping plane-sectioned image and single ortho slice image automatically
 Four sectioning modes are available for both clipping planes and ortho slicer – fixed X, Y, and Z axes plus 3D
Advanced mode (which allows the user the place the planes or slicer in any position + angle in 3D space).
o On screen controls enable easy adjustment of the plane positioning and rotations
o Use sliders and textbox in the Display Settings (see above) for precise positioning
 Clip mesh or volume only, or both
 Clipped display and the on-screen controls can be animated by the Video Animator

Ortho Slicer in advanced mode with composite volume rendering (Image Credit: Gail McConnell, University of
Strathclyde)
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Clipping Plane in advanced mode with composite volume rendering (Image Credit: Gaby Martin, Instituto
Gulbenkian de Ciencia)

Clipping Plane (X axis) with mesh display and maximum intensity projection volume rendering (Image Credit:
Philipp Keller, Janelia Farms Research Campus)

Colocalization
 Two ways for colocalization analysis: pixel colocalization and object colocalization
o Pixel colocalization is a new image enhancement recipe for isolating pixels on the colocalization channels
above a specified threshold for 2-to-5D images
o Object colocalization enables quantification of colocalization coefficients based on detected 2D objects
 Pixel Colocalization recipe has 3 presets composed of 7 parameters
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Mask Detection
o Min Intensity Threshold specifies the minimum
intensity for thresholding mask out area
o Fill Holes Size specifies the maximum gap size for
the fill holes operation
o Smoothing Factor specifies the aggressiveness of
boundary smoothing on the mask area
Channel 1 Detection / Channel 2 Detection
o Min Intensity Threshold specifies the minimum
intensity for the respective channels for
colocalization
o Min Colocalized Pixels specifies the minimum size
(in pixels) for an image region to be considered
colocalized
 Up to three output channels can be created with the
Pixel Colocalization recipe
o Colocalization channels for the respective input
channels consists only of pixels that are above
threshold
o Combined channel consists only of pixels that are
above threshold for both input channels
 Object colocalization is integrated with the
Measurement Tool for quantifying colocalization
based on already-detected objects in 2D and
2D+time datasets
o Measure colocalization coefficient on one or two
object sets
o Measurements can be calculated on a per-object
basis or summed over the entire image
o Simple graphical user interface for adding multiple
measurements at once
o Three coefficient measurements included:
Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient, Manders’ Overlap
Coefficient, Manders’ Colocalization Coefficient
above Threshold tM1 and tM2

Video Animator
 Replaces Keyframe Tool from previous version with expanded capabilities for creating flythrough video
animations. As before, the user captures the key frames and Aivia automatically generates a smooth transition
between them thus creating a single high-quality movie.
 Keyframes capture additional image states such as: channel and object visibility, volume rendering mode,
clipping plane visibility and position, ortho slicer visibility and position, time point (for time-lapse), in addition to
camera position and image magnification.
 Industry-standard H.264 video compression codec with additional export options
o Export video with frame rates up to 60 FPS for smoother keyframe transitions
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o Export video with standard image resolutions up to 2160p UHD (3840x2160)
 Add custom branding or watermark to exported video

3D Display Overlay
 Dynamic scalebar and metadata overlays can be displayed in 3D View
 New overlay customization options: typeface, font size, color and scale (for the scalebar)
 Drag to move overlay location with auto-snapping on the corner of the Image Viewer

Additional features and improvements
 Direct segmentation option has been added to the Cell Count, Cell Tracking, Nuclei Count, Nuclei Tracking and
Calcium Oscillation recipes to enable object detection without additional image enhancements
 3D Object Tracking recipe has a new option to use the Hungarian algorithm for track point matchmaking
 3D EM Analysis recipe has been augmented with new Robust Reconstruction option for improved segmentation
and partitioning of connected mesh objects
 Usability improvements to the Aivia graphical user interface to provide additional display setting options (clipping
plane and ortho slicer) and more compact display for 3D Tools
 We have fixed 32 bugs to make Aivia more stable and user-friendly (less workarounds needed).

Demo license and testing
Download Aivia from https://www.drvtechnologies.com/demo – it includes all the features listed above plus all the
functionality previously introduced. See more details here https://www.drvtechnologies.com/aivia.
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Resources
Video tutorials - https://www.drvtechnologies.com/tutorials and via our YouTube channel,
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCSZnnDkQItndrBfCmfkxyfw
How to tutorials (text) – scroll to the “How To Guides” section on the tutorials page:
https://www.drvtechnologies.com/tutorials
Sample data sets – under the heading of each recipe in the “Recipe Tutorials” sections in the Aivia Wiki homepage:
https://aivia.wikispaces.com
Aivia Wiki (reference manual) - https://aivia.wikispaces.com/

Get Aivia for your lab
Please contact us (quyent@drvtechnologies.com) for pricing and licensing options.
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